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PART _ A

Answer all first ten questions are compulsory Each question carries 1 marks. Answer
in one word to maximum of two sentences :

1. What is meant by 'proof by contradiction'?

2 Give the truth table of p, 'q

3. Definecharacteristicfunction.

4. Give an example of a partially ordered set.

5. ls every relation function? Justify.

6. Oefine ring homomorphism.
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7. Give an example of a conrplete bipartite graph.

8. ls the set R of real numbers under multiplication a group? Justify.

9. Show that in a group G,lab) ' =b 1a 1 , for a.bec.

10 How will you enter a matrix in MATLAB?

(10x1=10Marks)

PART - B

Answer any eight questions from among the questions 11 lo 22. They carry
2 marks each

'1 1 Prove that 1i

12. Prove that p-+q is logically equivalent to lpv q.

13. Chech whether the lollowing argument is vatlO p ,q . -P .'q

14 Let X-.|a. b, cl and Y=lo,li.Listall the funclions from xtoy.

'15 Draw the Hasse diagram of the relation 'x divides y' on the set
A = 11, 2.3, 4, 6.8,9,1 2,1 8,241t .

16. Let = be the relation on the set R of real numbers defrn€;d by a=b it b-aeZ.
show that = is an equivalence relatron.

'2 is irrational by the method of contradiction.
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17. Let G be the set of all non-zero real numbers 6nd ls1 3.6=9q.3.bEG. Show
2

that (G, -) is an abelian group.

18 Consider lhe semigroup (2,:) and equivalence relation R on Z by aRb=, 2

divides a-b. ls this a conqruence relation?

' 19. Prove that rank of any well-formed polish formula is 1 and the rank of any proper
head of a polish formula is greater than or equal to 1.

20. Show that a graph G is a tree if and only if there is a unique path between any
two vertices.

21. Define incidence matrix of a graph and find the same for complete graph on 4
vertices.

22. Dtaw the transition diagram for the FSA. M = <1,Q, q0. ,- >, where

t= ia, b|, a=(qo,q,, qz), F =tgo,qtl and d is as in the table

Qo Qo Qt

4QoQz

Qz Qz Qz

Also check whether the strings aaab and bbaa arc acceptable 1o M.

(8x2=16Marks)
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PART . C

Answer any six questions from among the questions 23 to 31. They carry
4 marks each

23. Qbtain a disjunctjve normal from and a conjunctive normaj form of the formula
p ".lp >q). Also show ihat the disjunctive normal form of a formula need not be
unique.

24. Check whether the compound proposition

((p',.q)^ -l( lp^(-lp.., lr))) v(-p., lq)" (lp. lr) is a tautorogy or not

25. Prove that a function f :A +8 is invertible if and only if f is both one-one and
onto.

26. Sketch the graph the following functions

(a) f(x) = x2+x-G (b) g(x)=x3 3x2-x+3.

27. Find all partitions of S={a,b,c,d}.

28. Let'bedefinedon R-{-11 asarb= a + b + ab. Determine whether (R - f 1],')
is an abelian group.

2s. Let (R,+., bearingsuchthat a,a.-a'forevery a€R. Prove the following:

(a) a + a=0,Va' R

(b,) ^ rs commutative.

30 Explain Warshal's algorithm with a suitable example.
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31. Find the language recognrzed bythe NDFSA : M=(l'Q'qa6'F) where /={a'b}'

6={qo,ql'azl. F =\qrl and i is given bY

d-ab
qo lqo.qr) 't
Q, d \qr)

q2 { \9 zl

(6x4=24Marks)

PART _ D

Answer any two questions from among the questions 32 to 35 They carry

15 marks each.

32. (a) Check whether (p +q)''(q )r)+(p+r) is a tautology or not

(b) Test the validity of the argument:

lf two sides of a triangle are equal then the opposite angles are equal

Two sides of a kiangle are not equal

The opposite angles are not equal

I 33. (a) Explain single-source shortest path algorithm with an example'

\

' (o) Find the domain D and the inverse of each of the functions

x- 2
(r) Ftx) xr 5 (rr) r(x)= 

-
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34. For any three sets A. B, C prove

(a) A-(s -c)=(A 8)-c

the following:

if and only it At 'C=$.

I

35. (a)

(b)

(b) \A B)-c=A-{8,-.,c)=(A C) (B-c)=(r\ c) B

(c) lAr..B).,,C-A.r(8,rC) if and oniy if Cql.

Write shorl notes on Hamn'ring codes.

State dnd prove DeMorgan's laws.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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